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The ambition of this talk is to analyze an intricate pattern of lenition and gemination in
Campidanese Sardinian (CS), where voiceless /T/ and voiced stops /D/ are partially
neutralized as surface spirants. The data are based on field-work in Sardinia and show two
things: that a model of phonology needs some way of showing strength and weakness as
positional effects, and that neither can be reliably understood in phonetic terms (contra for
example Bauer 2008).

The CS pattern resists analysis based on surface properties since spirantization is not a
reliable correlate of lenition (weakness), and increased duration is not a reliable correlate of
geminancy (strength). Thus, phonetic cues are not adequate in the discovery procedure—
only phonological behavior can be used. The analysis developed here reveals a surprising
and novel fact: spirant realizations of /D/ cannot be viewed as the product of lenition, and
must rather be seen as the product of fortition.

In some external sandhi contexts, intervocalic /T/ and /D/ show a clear asymmetry:
while /p t Ù k/ are realized as spirants, [β ð Z γ] as in (1), /b d Ã g/ are either dropped
entirely or, more commonly, unaffected: /ssu bentu/ may be realized as [s:u bentu] or as
[s:u entu].

(1) [puã:a] ‘hen’ [s:a βuã:a] ‘the hen’
[ÙivraZu] ‘durum bread’ [s:u ZivraZu] ‘the durum bread’
[kuat:ru] ‘four’ [dE γwat:ru] ‘of four’

Curiously, while the specific context in (1) never triggers spirantization of /D/, there are
intervocalic contexts in which /D/ alternates with spirants (2):

(2) [biã:a] ‘village’ [a βiã:a] ‘to the village’
[dOmu] ‘house’ [kus:a ðOmuzu] ‘those houses’
[gat:u] ‘cat’ [trE γat:uzu] ‘three cats’

Complicating the surface pattern further is the fact that in some intervocalic contexts,
rather than undergoing lenition /T/ is instead realized as geminate (3):

(3) [tempus] ‘time’ [kustu t:empuzu] ‘at that time’
[kojai] ‘to marry’ [oKia k:ojai] ‘want-3PS to marry’

/T/ thus exhibit a disjunctive pattern in the intervocalic context, spirantizing as in (1) but
lengthening as in (3). In traditional terms, these two surface output patterns correspond to
weakening and strengthening, respectively.

Careful analysis of each process shows that there are in fact two complementary inter-
vocalic contexts—one strong and one weak—distinct in their prosodic structure. In the
prosodically weak context, /T/ lenites and is realized as a spirant, while /D/ is unaffected.
In prosodically strong contexts, however, /T/ geminates; unexpectedly, /D/ is realized in
this position as a spirant. That is, for /D/ in CS, the surface manifestation of strength is as
spirantization.



To see how strength works in CS, there are three contexts to consider. The first is
compensatory lengthening: word-initial following a final obstruent in a preceding word, such
as the plural marker /-s/ or the 3SG verbal marker /-t/. In such cases, the stem-final stop
cannot surface as coda and is elided, lengthening a following /T/ (4a), while a following
/D/ is realized as a spirant (4b).

(4) a. /beniat piSSi/ → [benia p:iS:i] ‘sell-3SG. fish”

b. /iat defendiu/ → [ia ðefendiu] ‘defend-3SG.PST’

The second context arises from a process of synchronic metathesis in words that begin
with a vowel and are disyllabic as in (5):

(5) a. /ssu arku/ → [s:rak:u] ‘the bow’

b. /ssu argu/ → [s:raγu] ‘the sour one’

When /r/ moves it triggers lengthening of /T/ and spirantization of /D/; a parallel
disjunction to that of (4).

The third context of strength is one of Raddoppiamento Fonosintattico (RF). That is,
an initial consonant is realized as geminate if immediately preceded by lexically-specified
trigger (6):

(6) a. [prẽũ] ‘full’ [E p:rẽũ] ‘and full of’
[ÙeKu] ‘heaven’ [a Ù:eKu] ‘to heaven’

b. [boγizi] ‘put out’ [nO βoγizi] ‘don’t put out’
[domu] ‘house’ [a ðomu] ‘to the house’

As in (4) and (5), there is a disjunction: /T/ is realized as geminate (6a), while /D/ is
realized as spirant (6b).

There is thus a direct link between the context of /T/ lengthening and /D/ spirantiza-
tion: despite the phonetic identity of /D/ as spirant, this context is one of strengthening
for all stops. To suppose otherwise is to interpret as an accident the fact that compensatory
lengthening, metathesis and RF induced compensatory lengthening all have complemen-
tary scope over /T/ and /D/. I argue all three are the result of a singular process of
strengthening which is reflected in prosodic structure.

The analysis uses CVCV phonology (Lowenstamm 1996; Scheer 2004, 2012) to establish
explicit prosodic representations for weak and strong contexts. Lenition of /T/ is loss of
melodic material, while strengthening of both /T/ and /D/ is the spreading of melodic
material into empty skeletal positions. Thus, all intervocalic allophony effects are phonolog-
ical in CS, although only lenition of /T/ results from melodic material being changed by
computation; the realization of geminate /DD/ as spirants is a performance effect in the
interface between phonetics and phonology, not in phonology itself.

The consequence for phonological theory is not just that phonetic inspection is inade-
quate as a discovery procedure: strength and weakness in CS also show the intricate way in
which computation and representations interact to give rise to surface patterns. To approach
explanatory adequacy, both must be modeled (cf. Anderson 1985: 350).


